Background
Why Privacy, AI, IoT matter?
★ Privacy, AI, and IoT matter because they are being used in our daily lives. They significantly impact personal security and everyday technology. Having these aspects managed is important in creating an increasingly connected world.

Gizmo, the Voice Assistant
★ Gizmo is a voice assistant with an upbeat and positive, ready to help with a cheerful tone and encouraging words made through Raspberry Pi.
★ When asking Gizmo questions or stating statements, it will try to dive deeper into what the user is talking about. Gizmo is progressively asking more questions to better understand the users needs and interests.
★ Gizmo will change their light to red or green depending on if the user is correct or not
★ Gizmo is also a very interactive voice assistant. You can ask Gizmo many types of questions, such as what is the weather or time in any city, and can light up a little light with a color of your choosing

System Design and Implementation
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Other Work
★ Trivia Host: Gizmo will ask you trivia questions about different countries and the geography around the world. It will also tell you whether you were correct or not.
★ Translator: When asking a question, you have the option to have the AI assistant translate it into Russian.

Discussion / Future Work
The responses of our voice assistant is decently accurate when asked questions, but it can be stumped on math related questions or misinformation.
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